Open up this comprehensive textbook library that offers access to more than 150 core texts and multimedia resources, from the market leader in fashion education for the last 50 years.

It will equip students with everything they need to succeed in the fashion industry, covering these key topics: construction • draping • fashion business and management • history • illustration • journalism • marketing • promotion • pattern making • styling • product development • sustainable fashion • textiles • and more

Students and instructors can:

- **Select titles from the full range of Fairchild Books fashion titles**, which blend the practical with the theoretical with titles covering every core topic
- **Use our lesson plans to structure your course** or create your own course links without being restricted to a single title subject
- **Enrich studies with integrated STUDIO ancillaries** specific to each book, allowing users to personalize their study with multiple choice quizzes, revision flashcards, and video and audio resources.
- **Expand concepts through specially-commissioned video content** to support visual learners with ‘how to’ demos
- **Explore an interactive timeline** showing the development of clothing from its earliest history through the present day

Contact OnlineSales(UK/US/ANZ)@bloomsbury.com for more information.